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Summary. In this paper we outline the ways in which thermal 
and spectral remote sensing can be used to diagnose and monitor 
effects of environmental stresses on plants. Following an 
introduction to the theory and practice of using thermal sensing 
to study plant water relations and stresses involving stomatal 
closure, the discussion is widened to cover a range of imaging 
technologies. Particular emphasis is placed on the relationship 
between various stresses and responses detectable using imaging 
technologies. Various approaches for the combination of thermal 
remote sensing with spectral remote sensing, especially to 
distinguish plant from background, and otherwise to enhance 
the diagnostic powers of the technology, are outlined. The 
advantage of using a multi-sensor approach for stress diagnosis 
is highlighted and some possible applications summarized. 
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INTRODUCTION

 Imaging  is a powerful technique for visualising, diagnosing and  
quantifying plant stresses. Here we give a broad introduction to the 
approaches that are now becoming available for the use of imaging 
techniques in studies of stress physiology and for application in crop 
management and especially in precision agriculture. The content of this 
paper draws heavily on the output from an EU-Research Training Network 
(“STRESSIMAGING” - HPRN-CT-2002-00254) which aimed to bring 
together contrasting imaging technologies to study a range of plant 
stresses; we acknowledge especially the contributions of all partners in this 
programme.
 As illustrated in Fig. 1, there are wide ranges both of stresses that affect 
plant functioning and of ways in which the effects of these stresses can be 
detected my remote imaging. In principle we do not usually image the stress 
itself – what we most frequently study is a built-in plant response to the 
stress. For example, we can study stomatal aperture by the effect that it has 
on leaf temperature, but we need to remember that this response (changing 
stomatal aperture) can arise from a wide range of alternative stresses 
including those as different as drought, flooding, salinity, mineral toxicity or 
infection. Conversely, it is also important to note that any individual stress 
can affect a wide range of different processes. For example, drought not 
only leads to stomatal closure, but it decreases photosynthesis rate, causes 
reduced growth and leaf wilting, and can lead to loss of key pigments such 
as chlorophyll. All of these responses have the potential of being separately 
identified and used for stress diagnosis.
 The key point to note is that many different stresses have common 
intermediate responses (signals) that can potentially be detected; therefore 
it is difficult to distinguish the causal stresses from a single signal alone. 
Particularly important among these intermediary responses are the 
secondary stresses such as enhanced production of free radicals and other 
reactive oxygen species (ROS) characteristic of oxidative stress. Where 
there is a need to diagnose or quantify the occurrence of different stresses 
this complexity suggests that it would be preferable to use a multi-sensor 
approach.
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As we shall see in more detail below, and illustrated in Fig. 1, each 
imaging technique available is usually most appropriate for the study 
of specific individual intermediate responses (signals). The ambiguity, 
therefore, of any signal is more commonly related to the possible multiple 
causes of that specific signal, than to the sensing part of the measurement.

Thermal sensing

Thermal sensing is primarily used to study plant water relations, and 
specifically stomatal conductance, because a major determinant of leaf 
temperature is the rate of evaporation or transpiration from the leaf. The 
cooling effect of transpiration arises because a substantial amount of 
energy (the latent heat of vaporization, λ) is required to convert liquid 
water to water vapour, and this energy is then taken away from the leaf in 
the evaporating water and therefore cools it. In rare cases leaf temperature 
may be affected by other physiological processes: for example the heat 
generated (the exotherm) as water in a leaf freezes can be readily imaged 
(e.g. Wisniewski et al., 1997), while in extreme cases of particularly high 
respiratory rates (e.g. as found in the Arum spadix) raised temperatures can 
be used as a measure of these increased respiration rates (Seymour, 1999). 
In most cases, however, the heat generated by respiration is too small in 
quantity to have a detectable effect on leaf temperature.

The main problem with the use of thermal sensing to estimate stomatal 
conductance or transpiration rate is that leaf temperature (Tl) at any time 
depends in a complex manner on air temperature (Ta), air humidity (e), 
wind speed (u) and absorbed net radiation (Rn) as given by equation 1 (see 
Leinonen et al., 2006)

Tl - Ta = [rHR(raW + rs)γRni  - ρcprHRD]/ [ρcp[γ(raW + rs) + srHR]]        (1)

where rs is the leaf resistance to water vapour (equal to the reciprocal of 
the stomatal conductance) and assumed to be dominated by the stomatal 
resistance component (s m-1),  raW the boundary layer resistance to water 
vapour (s m-1), Rni the net isothermal radiation (the net radiation that would 
be absorbed by a leaf if it were at  air temperature, W m-2,), ρ the density of 
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air (kg m-3), cp the specific heat capacity of air (J kg-1 K-1), s the slope of the 
curve relating saturating water vapour pressure to temperature (Pa ˚C-1), γ 
the psychrometric constant (Pa K-1) and rHR the parallel resistance to heat 
and radiative transfer (s m-1) and D the air vapour pressure deficit (Pa). This 
equation can be rearranged (Leinonen et al., 2006) to give the following 
expression for stomatal resistance

rs = –ρcp rHR (s (Tl-Ta) + D) / (γ ((Tl–Ta) ρcp – rHR Rni)) – raW.         (2)

The behaviour of this equation is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2. 
Although it is in principle feasible to measure all these required 

environmental variables together with leaf temperature and therefore to 
calculate the conductance from this (Leinonen et al., 2006) it is easier to 
make use of reference model leaves that are either wetted and transpiring at 
the maximum rate for the environment, or dry and non-transpiring (Jones, 
1999a, b). In this case the stomatal resistance can be estimated from 

rs = (raW + (s/γ) rHR) ∙ (Tl – Twet) / (Tdry – Tl)          (3)

where the first term depends primarily on wind speed. A detailed review of 
the theory and application of thermal imaging to the study of plant water 
relations and for the diagnosis and monitoring of disease has been presented 
by Jones (2004). 

For water stress, it is common to assume that one can define a crop water 
stress index (CWSI) according to Idso et al. (1981) as 

CWSI  =  (Tcanopy – Tnws)/(Tmax – Tnws)           (4)

where Tmax is the temperature of a dry surface and Tnws is the empirical 
“non-water-stressed baseline” temperature (that of a well watered crop 
transpiring at the potential rate in the same enviroment). This index is 
effectively a measure of stomatal opening rather than correctly of the water 
stress itself.

We are currently investigating the opportunities for automation of thermal 
imaging, combined with visible (or red/infrared reflectance) sensing, for 
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application to automated scheduling of irrigation. A particularly suitable 
target crop is the hardy nursery stock industry where it is important to 
ensure that all pots are well watered, but to avoid over-irrigation with the 
associated problems of excess runoff and wastage of scarce water resources. 
In principle such a system would combine the automated identification of 
plant/no-plant as achieved by Leinonen and Jones (2004) with an appropriate 
algorithm for detection of stomatal closure as an indicator of water need. 
 
Fluorescence imaging

Even more information about the stress responses of a leaf may be 
obtained from the fluorescence emission. The main wavebands involved 
in the fluorescence emission from a green leaf when excited by UV-A 
radiation are in the blue at 440 nm, in the green at 520 nm, in the red 
at 690 nm and in the far red at 740 nm. Those peaks in the red and far-
red are primarily associated with chlorophyll-a fluorescence which is 
directly related to the photosynthetic process, while the shorter wavelength 
emissions are predominantly associated with fluorescence from other, 
primarily phenolic, compounds in the leaves, especially from ferulic and 
chlorogenic acid bound to the cell walls (e.g. Lichtenthaler and Miehé, 
1997; Buschmann et al., 2000). At any wavelength the fluorescence intensity 
is influenced by the concentration of the emitting substance, the internal 
optics of the leaf including factors that affect the partial re-absorption of 
the fluorescence, and especially for photosynthesis-related fluorescence the 
energy partitioning between the photosystems and the energy quenching 
processes in the chloroplast. 

In practice the raw amount of fluorescence at any time is a relatively 
unhelpful signal as it is very dependent on illumination and a range of 
structural characteristics of the leaf, with the absolute magnitude being a 
rather arbitrary measure. Therefore it is useful to normalise the data and 
to derive from images analogues of the classic chlorophyll fluorescence 
parameters that are normally obtained from either the fluorescence transients 
on illumination or those obtained using modulated fluorescence techniques 
(Maxwell and Johnson, 2000; Nedbal et al., 2000). It is commonly found 
that the most useful chlorophyll fluorescence parameters are the ratio of 
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variable to maximal fluorescence after acclimation in the dark (Fv/Fm) 
which indicates the potential maximum efficiency of photosystem II, and 
the quantum yield of photosystem II which is given by instantaneous ratio 
of Fv/Fm during steady state photosynthesis (Maxwell and Johnson, 2000). 
These ratios can be derived from pairs of fluorescence images to indicate 
variation in these properties over the surface of leaves.

Most research on chlorophyll fluorescence has been concentrated on the 
use of single point-measurements, though in recent years there have been a 
number of fluorescence imaging systems that have become available (e.g. 
Lichtenthaler and Miehé, 1997; Nedbal et al., 2000). These imaging systems 
have become particularly useful, not only for the study of photosynthesis 
responses to stress, but also for their application to the study of a wide 
range of biotic stresses, as both multicolour and chlorophyll fluorescence 
data can be used to demonstrate and distinguish the early stages of infection 
by fungi, viruses and bacteria before symptoms are visible in standard 
reflectance images (Chaerle et al., 2006; Pineda et al., 2008; Rodriguez-
Moreno et al., 2008). Similarly, multicolour fluorescence techniques have 
also been used for diagnosis of nutrient status of leaves (e.g. Langsdorf et 
al., 2000).

Reflectance imaging

We normally view leaves by reflected light and the colour detected 
provides a good indicator of leaf health. The mean reflectance spectrum 
depends on the relative composition of all the pigments in the leaf 
including chlorophylls, carotenoids, flavonoids and so on. This, especially 
the changes in leaf chlorophyll content, is a good indicator of stress, as the 
decreasing chlorophyll content as leaves senesce can be readily detected 
spectrophotometrically. Much greater discriminatory power, however, is 
available if we take account of the distribution of the colour across the 
leaf. Many diseases and many mineral deficiencies or toxicities show 
characteristic patterning of colour. For example while Nitrogen deficiency 
leads to a general loss of chlorophyll (and hence yellowing of the leaf), 
other deficiencies lead to clear patterns, with Zinc deficiency leading to 
interveinal browning, and Magnesium deficiency leading to yellowing only 
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in the interveinal areas, while Sulphur deficiency leads to purpling of the 
veins. A very nice summary of typical deficiency symptoms in tomato may 
be found in the web companion to Taiz and Zeiger (2002) while deficiency 
symptoms for citrus are shown in Futch and Tucker (2001). A wide range 
of other images may be found using a web search.

Similarly many plant diseases are conventionally diagnosed from their 
characteristic symptom patterning with often clear distribution of colour 
changes either near or remote from the veins or the leaf edges, combined 
with colour changes which may be diagnostic for specific diseases. 
Unfortunately it requires a skilled observer to diagnose disorders from 
the visual pattering of leaves; it would be of particular interest to develop 
automated approaches to such diagnosis through image analysis or decision 
support systems. Some initial steps are being taken but the technology 
requires substantial development before automation of such approaches 
can become reliable.

Fig. 1. An illustration of the relationships between primary stresses and the 
intermediate responses and secondary stresses, together with an indication of 
which of these intermediate responses are detected by different remote sensing 
technologies.
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Multi-sensor imaging for diagnosis

Because any individual imaging sensor provides only limited information, 
indicating changes in only one or two intermediary responses, but that 
response can be caused by a wide range of primary stresses (see Fig. 1), our 
ability to diagnose the particular primary stress is greatly enhanced by the 
combination of two or more imaging technologies.  For example thermal 
imaging responds primarily to changes in evaporation rate, which are 
generally caused by changes in stomatal aperture, but stomatal closure can 

Fig. 2.  A schematic diagramme showing the dependence of the relationship 
between temperature and stomatal conductance on environmental factors. (a) 
the general relationship, (b) the dependence on vapour pressure deficit of the 
atmosphere (vpd), (c) the dependence on windspeed and (d) the dependence on 
net radiation absorbed (Rn).
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